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1. Introduction 
Fuzzy graphs were introduced by Rosenfeld, who has described the fuzzy analogue of 
several graph theoretic concepts like paths, cycles, trees and connectedness [19]. Bhutani 
and Rosenfeld have introduced the concept of strong arcs [2]. 
        The work on fuzzy graphs was also done by Mordeson, Pradip, Talebi,Yeh, 
Michael, sunil and Pathinathan [13, 18, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. It was during 1850s, a study of 
dominating sets in graphs started purely as a problem in the game of chess. Chess 
enthusiasts in Europe considered the problem of determining the minimum number of 
queens that can be placed on a chess board so that all the squares are either attacked by a 
queen or occupied by a queen. The concept of domination in graphs was introduced by Ore 
and Berge in 1962, the domination number and independent domination number are 
introduced by Cockayne and Hedetniemi [6]. Connected domination in graphs was 
discussed by Sampathkumar and Walikar [20]. Somasundaram and Somasundaram 
discussed domination in fuzzy graphs. They defined domination using effective edges in 
fuzzy graph [22, 23]. Nagoorgani and Chandrasekharan defined domination in fuzzy 
graphs using strong arcs [15]. Manjusha and Sunitha discussed some concepts in 
domination and total domination in fuzzy graphs using strong arcs [7, 8]. In this paper, we 
study various operations on fuzzy graphs such as union,join, composition and cartesian 
product and study their domination parameters using strong arcs. 

2. Preliminaries 
We summarize briefly some basic definitions in fuzzy graphs which are presented in [1, 2, 
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4, 14, 15, 19, 22, 25]. 
       A fuzzy graph is denoted by �: (�, �, �) where � is a node set, � is a fuzzy 
subset of �  and �  is a fuzzy relation on � . i.e., �(	, 
) ≤ �(	) ∧ �(
)  for all 	, 
 ∈ �. We call � the fuzzy node set of � and � the fuzzy arc set of �, respectively. 
We consider fuzzy graph � with no loops and assume that � is finite and nonempty, � is 
reflexive (i.e.,�(	, 	) = �(	), for all 	) and symmetric (i.e., �(	, 
) = �(
, 	), for all (	, 
)). In all the examples � is chosen suitably. Also, we denote the underlying crisp 
graph by �∗: (�∗, �∗)  where �∗ = {� ∈ �: �(�) > 0}  and �∗ = {(�, �) ∈ � ×�: �(�, �) > 0}. Throughout we assume that �∗ = �. The fuzzy graph �: (�, �) is said to 
be a partial fuzzy subgraph of �: (�, �) if � ⊆ �  and � ⊆ �. In particular we call �: (�, �), a fuzzy subgraph of �: (�, �) if �(�) = �(�) for all � ∈ �∗  and �(�, �) =�(�, �) for all (�, �) ∈ �∗. A fuzzy subgraph �: (�, �) spans the fuzzy graph �: (�, �, �) 
if � = �. The fuzzy graph �: (�, �, �) is called an induced fuzzy subgraph of �: (�, �, �) 
induced by � if � ⊆ � and �(�) = �(�) for all � ∈ �  and �(�, �) = �(�, �) for all �, � ∈ �. We shall use the notation < � > to denote the fuzzy subgraph induced by �. �: (�, �, �) is called trivial if |�∗| = 1. 
         In a fuzzy graph �: (�, �, �), a path � of length � is a sequence of distinct 
nodes � , �!, . . . , �#  such that �(�$%!, �$) > 0, & = 1,2, . . . , �  and the degree of 
membership of a weakest arc is defined as its strength. If � = �# and � ≥ 3 then � is 
called a cycle and � is called a fuzzy cycle, if it contains more than one weakest arc. The 
strength of a cycle is the strength of the weakest arc in it. The strength of connectedness 
between two nodes 	 and 
 is defined as the maximum of the strengths of all paths 
between 	 and 
 and is denoted by *+,,-(	, 
). 
         A fuzzy graph �: (�, �) is connected if for every 	, 
 in �∗, *+,,-(	, 
) > 0. 
An arc (�, �) of a fuzzy graph is called an effective arc (M-strong arc) if �(�, �) =�(�) ∧ �(�). Then � and � are called effective neighbors. The set of all effective 
neighbors of � is called effective neighborhood of � and is denoted by .,(�). 
A fuzzy graph � is said to be complete if �(�, �) = �(�) ∧ �(�), for all �, � ∈ �∗ and 
is denoted by /0. 
         The order 1  and size 2  of a fuzzy graph �: (�, �)  are defined to be 1 =∑  4∈5 �(	) and 2 = ∑  (4,6)∈5×5 �(	, 
). 
Let �: (�, �, �) be a fuzzy graph and 7 ⊆ �. Then the scalar cardinality of 7 is defined 
to be ∑  8∈9 �(�) and it is denoted by |7|. Let 1 denotes the scalar cardinality of �, also 
called the order of �. 
         An arc of a fuzzy graph is called strong if its weight is at least as great as the 
strength of connectedness of its end nodes when it is deleted. Depending on *+,,-(	, 
) 
of an arc (	, 
) in a fuzzy graph �, Sunil Mathew and Sunitha [25] defined three different 
types of arcs. Note that *+,,-%(4,6)(	, 
) is the the strength of connectedness between 	 and 
 in the fuzzy graph obtained from � by deleting the arc (	, 
). An arc (	, 
) in � is : − strong if �(	, 
) > *+,,-%(4,6)(	, 
). An arc (	, 
) in � is < − strong if �(	, 
) = *+,,-%(4,6)(	, 
). An arc (	, 
) in � is = − arc if  �(	, 
) < *+,,-%(4,6)(	, 
). 
         Thus an arc (	, 
)is a strong arc if it is either > − strong or ? − strong. A path � is called strong path if � contains only strong arcs.  
         A fuzzy graph � is said to be bipartite [22] if the node set � can be partitioned 
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into two non empty sets �! and �@ such that �(�!, �@) = 0 if �!, �@ ∈ �! or �!, �@ ∈�@ . Further if �(�, �) = �(�) ∧ �(�) for all � ∈ �!  and � ∈ �@  then �  is called a 
complete bipartite graph and is denoted by /0A,0B, where �! and �@ are respectively the 
restrictions of � to �! and �@. 
          A connected fuzzy graph � = (�, �, �) is called a fuzzy tree if it has a fuzzy 
spanning subgraph C: (�, �), which is a tree [spanning tree], where for all arcs (	, 
) not 
in C there exists a path from 	 to 
 in C whose strength is more than �(	, 
) [19]. Note 
that here C is a tree which contains all nodes of � and hence is a spanning tree of �. 
         A maximum spanning tree of a connected fuzzy graph �: (�, �, �) is a fuzzy 
spanning subgraph D: (�, �) , such that D  is a tree, and for which ∑  EF8 �(�, �)  is 
maximum. A node which is not an endnode of D is called an internal node of D [14]. 
         A node � is said to be isolated if �(�, �) = 0 for all � ≠ �. 

 
3. Strong domination parametrs in operations on fuzzy graphs  
The concept of domination in operations on fuzzy graphs was introduced by 
Somasundaram [24]. The author used effective arcs in this concept. This study leads to 
group all the fuzzy graphs without effective arcs under one category. Also note that each 
effective arc is strong, but a strong arc need not be effective [2]. Hence a generalized study 
of domination parameters in operations on fuzzy graphs using strong arcs is more relevant. 
Let us recall some basic definitions of domination parameters and operations on fuzzy 
graphs.  
 
Definition 1. [15] A node v in a fuzzy graph G is said to strongly dominate itself and each 
of its strong neighbors, i.e., v strongly dominates the nodes in NK[v]. A set D of nodes of G is a strong dominating set of G if every node of V(G) − D is a strong neighbor of some 
node in D.  
 
Definition 2. [9] The weight of a strong dominating set D  is defined as W(D) =∑ 	R∈S μ(u, v), where μ(u, v) is the minimum of the membership values(weights) of strong 
arcs incident on u. The strong domination number of a fuzzy graph G is defined as the 
minimum weight of strong dominating sets of G and it is denoted by γK(G) or simply γK. 
A minimum strong dominating set in a fuzzy graph G is a strong dominating set of 
minimum weight.  
 
Definition 3. [8] A set D of nodes in a fuzzy graph G: (V, σ, μ) is a strong total(open) 
dominating set of G if every node of G is a strong neighbor of at least one node of D.  
 
Definition 4. [8] The weight of a strong total dominating set D is defined as W(D) =∑ 	R∈S μ(u, v),where μ(u, v) is the minimum of the weight of the strong arcs incident on u. 
The strong total domination number of a fuzzy graph G is defined as the minimum weight 
of strong total dominating sets of G and it is denoted by γKX(G) or simply γKX. A 
minimum strong total dominating set in a fuzzy graph G is a strong total dominating set of 
minimum weight. 
  
Definition 5. [10] A strong dominating set D of a fuzzy graph G: (V, σ, μ) is a strong 
connected dominating set of G if the induced fuzzy subgraph < Y > is connected.  
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Definition 6. [10] The weight of a strong connected dominating set D is defined as W(D) = ∑ 	R∈S μ(u, v), where μ(u, v) is the minimum of the membership values(weights) 
of strong arcs incident on u. The strong connected domination number of a fuzzy graph G 
is defined as the minimum weight of strong connected dominating sets of G and it is 
denoted by γKZ(G) or simply γKZ. A minimum strong connected dominating set in a fuzzy 
graph G is a strong connected dominating set of minimum weight.  
 
Definition 7. [15] Two nodes in a fuzzy graph G: (V, σ, μ)  are said to be strongly 
independent if there is no strong arc between them. A set of nodes in G is strong 
independent if any two nodes in the set are strongly independent.  
 
Definition 8. [15] A strong dominating set D of a fuzzy graph G: (V, σ, μ) is called a 
strong independent dominating set if D is strongly independent.  
 
Definition 9. The weight of a strong independent dominating set D is defined as W(D) = ∑ 	R∈S μ(u, v), where μ(u, v) is the minimum of the membership values(weights) 
of the strong arcs incident on u. The strong independent domination number of a fuzzy 
graph G is defined as the minimum weight of strong independent dominating sets of G 
and it is denoted by S\(G) or simply S\. A minimum strong independent dominating set in 
a fuzzy graph G is a strong independent dominating set of minimum weight.  
 
Definition 10. [17] Let G: (V, σ, μ) be a fuzzy graph. A set M of strong arcs in G such 
that no two arcs in M have a common node is called a strong independent set of arcs or a 
strong matching in G.  
 
Definition 11. [12] Let M be a strong matching in a fuzzy graph G: (V, σ, μ). If e =(u, v) ∈ M , then we say that M  strongly matches u  to v . The weight of a strong 
matching is defined as W(M) = ∑ 	(R,_)∈` μ(u, v) . The strong arc independence 
number or strong matching number of a fuzzy graph G is defined as the maximum 
weight of strong matchings of G and it is denoted by βbA(G) or simply βbA. A maximum 
strong matching in a fuzzy graph G is a strong matching of maximum weight.  
 
Definition 12. [12] Let G: (V, σ, μ) be a fuzzy graph and let M be a strong matching in G. 
Then M is called perfect strong matching if M strongly matches every node of G to 
some node of G.   
 
Definition 13. [12] Let G: (V, σ, μ) be a fuzzy graph. A set D ⊆ V of nodes is said to be a 
strong paired dominating set if D is a strong dominating set and the induced fuzzy 
subgraph < Y >  has a perfect strong matching. The weight of a strong paired 
dominating set is defined as W(D) = ∑ 	R∈S μ(u, v), where μ(u, v) is the minimum of the 
weights of strong arcs incident on u. The strong paired domination number  of a fuzzy 
graph G is defined as the minimum weight of strong paired dominating sets of G and it is 
denoted by γKcd(G) or simply γKcd. A minimum strong paired dominating set in a fuzzy 
graph G is a strong paired dominating set of minimum weight.  
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Definition 14. [13, 14] Union of two fuzzy graphs: Let G!: (σ!, μ!) and G@: (σ@, μ@) be 
two fuzzy graphs with G!∗: (V!, E!)  and G@∗ : (V@, E@)  with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ	and let �∗ =�!∗ ∪ �@∗ = (�! ∪ �@, .! ∪ .@) be the union of �!∗ and �@∗. Then the union of two fuzzy 
graphs �! and �@ is a fuzzy graph �: (�! ∪ �@, �! ∪ �@) defined by  

(�! ∪ �@)(�) = i�!(�) 			&j		� ∈ 		�!\		�@	
�@(�) 	&j		� ∈ 		�@\		�!	 l 

and 

 (�! ∪ �@)(�, �) = i�!(�, �) 			&j		(�, �) ∈ 		.!\		.@	
�@(�, �) 	&j		(�, �) ∈ 		.@\		.!	 l 

We now proceed to study various domination parameters in union of two fuzzy graphs.  
 
Theorem 15. If G! and G@ are two fuzzy fuzzy graphs on V! and V@ respectively with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ.Then 
1. mn(�! ∪ �@) = mn(�!) + mn(�@) 
2. If �! and �@ are fuzzy graphs having no isolated nodes, then mnp(�! ∪ �@) = mnp(�!) + mnp(�@) 
3. 7$(�! ∪ �@) = 7$(�!) + 7$(�@) 
4. If �! and �@ are fuzzy graphs having no isolated nodes, then  mnqr(�! ∪ �@) = mnqr(�!) + mnqr(�@) 
Proof: Any type strong dominating set Y of �! ∪ �@ is of the form Y = Y! ∪ Y@, where Y! is any type strong dominating set of �! and Y@ is any type strong dominating set of �@ It follows that results 1, 2, 3 and 4 hold.  
 
Remark 16. Since G! ∪ G@ is disconnected γKZ(G! ∪ G@) is not defined.  
 
Definition 17. [13, 14] Join of two fuzzy graphs:Let G!: (σ!, μ!) and G@: (σ@, μ@) be two 
fuzzy graphs with G!∗ : (V!, E!)  and G@∗ : (V@, E@)  with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ  Consider the join G∗ = G!∗ + G@∗ = (V! ∪ V@, E! ∪ E@ ∪ Es) of graphs where Es is the set of all arcs joining  
the nodes of �! and �@ where we assume that �! ∩ �@ = t. Then the join of two fuzzy 
graphs �!  and �@  is a fuzzy graph � = �! + �@: (�! + �@, �! + �@)  defined by          																																																										(�! + �@)(�) = (�! ∪ �@)(�), � ∈ �! ∪ �@  
and 																													(�! + �@)(�, �) = i(�! ∪ �@)(�, �) 			&j		(�, �) ∈ 		.! ∪		.@			u�v

�!(�) ∧ �@(�) 			&j		(�, �) ∈ 		.s	 l 
We now proceed to study various domination parameters in join of two fuzzy graphs.  
 
Theorem 18. If G! and G@ are two fuzzy fuzzy graphs on V! and V@ respectively with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ.Then  mn(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}, where Y is 
any minimal strong dominating set of �! or �@ which is also a minimal strong 
dominating set of �! + �@.  
Proof: From the definition of �! + �@ it is clear that any arc of the form (�, �), where � ∈ �! and � ∈ �@ is a strong arc since it is an effective arc. Hence any node of �! 
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strongly dominates all the nodes of �@ and vice-versa. Now, let Y be any minimal strong 
dominating set of �! + �@. Then Y has the following 3 possibilities. 
1. Y = Y! where Y! is a minimal strong dominating set of �! 
2. Y = Y@ where Y@ is a minimal strong dominating set of �@ 
3. Y = {�, �} where � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@, {�} is not a strong dominating set of �! and {�} is 
not a strong dominating set of �@. Hence  
 mn(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}. 
 
Theorem 19. If G! and G@ are two fuzzy fuzzy graphs on V! and V@ respectively with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ.Then 

 7$(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y)},  
where Y is any minimal strong independent dominating set of �! or �@ which is also a 
minimal strong independent dominating set of �! + �@.  
Proof: Since any node of �! strongly dominates every node of �@ in �! + �@, any strong 
independent set in �! + �@ is either a subset of �! or a subset of �@. Hence any minimal 
strong independent dominating set Y of �! + �@is one of the following forms. 
1. Y = Y!, where Y! is a minimal strong independent dominating set of �! 
2. Y = Y@, where Y@ is a minimal strong independent dominating set of �@ 
Hence  7$(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y)} , where Y  is any minimal strong independent 
dominating set of �! or �@ which is also a minimal strong independent dominating set of �! + �@.  
 
Theorem 20. If G! and G@ are two fuzzy fuzzy graphs on V! and V@ respectively with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ.Then 
1. If �! and �@ has no isolated nodes, then  

 mnp(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y is any minimal strong total dominating set of �! or �@ which is also a minimal 
strong total dominating set of �! + �@. 
2. If �! has no isolated nodes and �@ has an isolated node, then  

 mnp(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y is any minimal strong total dominating set of �! which is also a minimal strong 
total dominating set of �! + �@. 
3.If �! has an isolated node and �@ has no isolated nodes, then  

 mnp(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y is any minimal strong total dominating set of �@ which is also a minimal strong 
total dominating set of �! + �@. 
4. If both �! and �@ have isolated nodes, then 

 mnp(�! + �@) =∧ {w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
Proof:  Note that for any two fuzzy graphs �! and �@, its join �! + �@ is a fuzzy graph 
having no isolated nodes and hence mnp(�! + �@) always exists. We have the following 
cases. 
CASE 1: Both �! and �@ have no isolated nodes. 
In this case mnp(�!) and mnp(�@) exist. Any minimal strong total dominating set Y of �! + �@is one of the following forms. 
1. Y = Y!, where Y! is a minimal strong total dominating set of �!. 
2. Y = Y@, where Y@ is a minimal strong total dominating set of �@. 
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3. Y = {�, �}, where � ∈ �! and � ∈ �@. 
Hence  mnp(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y is any minimal strong total dominating set of �! or �@ which is also a minimal 
strong total dominating set of �! + �@. 
CASE II: �! has no isolated nodes and �@ has an isolated node. 
In this case mnp(�@) does not exist. Hence any strong total dominating set of �! + �@ has 
nonempty intersection with �!. Now, let Y be any minimal strong total dominating set of �! + �@. Then Y is one of the following forms: 
1. Y = Y!, where Y! is a minimal strong total dominating set of �!. 
2. Y = {�, �}, where � ∈ �! and � ∈ �@. 
Hence  mnp(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y is any minimal strong total dominating set of �! which is also a minimal strong 
total dominating set of �! + �@. 
CASE III: �! has an isolated node and �@ has no isolated nodes. 
Proof is similar to that of CASE II. 
CASE IV: Both �! and �@ have isolated nodes. 
In this case both mnp(�!) and mnp(�@) do not exist. Hence any strong total dominating set 
of �! + �@ has nonempty intersection with both �! and �@, so that any minimal strong 
total dominating set of �! + �@ is of the form {�, �}, where � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@. Hence  

 mnp(�! + �@) =∧ {w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
 
Theorem 21. If G! and G@ are two fuzzy fuzzy graphs on V! and V@ respectively with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ.Then 
1. If �! and �@ has no isolated nodes, then  

 mnqr(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y  is any minimal strong paired dominating set of �!  or �@  which is also a 
minimal strong paired dominating set of �! + �@. 
2. If �! has no isolated nodes and �@ has an isolated node, then  

 mnqr(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y is any minimal strong paired dominating set of �! which is also a minimal 
strong paired dominating set of �! + �@. 
3.If �! has an isolated node and �@ has no isolated nodes, then  

 mnqr(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y is any minimal strong paired dominating set of �@ which is also a minimal 
strong paired dominating set of �! + �@. 
4. If both �! and �@ have isolated nodes, then 

 mnqr(�! + �@) =∧ {w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
Proof: Note that for any two fuzzy graphs �! and �@, its join �! + �@ is a fuzzy graph 
having no isolated nodes and hence mnqr(�! + �@) always exists. The proof of 1, 2, 3 and 
4 of Theorem 21 is similar to that of Theorem 20.  
 
Theorem 22. If G! and G@ are two fuzzy fuzzy graphs on V! and V@ respectively with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ.Then 
1. If both �! and �@ are connected, then  
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 mnx(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y is any minimal strong connected dominating set of �! or �@ which is also a 
minimal strong connected dominating set of �! + �@. 
2. If �! is connected and �@ is not connected, then  

 mnx(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y is any minimal strong connected dominating set of �! which is also a minimal 
strong connected dominating set of �! +�@. 
3.If �! is not connected and �@ is connected, then  

 mnx(�! + �@) =∧ {w(Y),w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
where Y is any minimal strong connected dominating set of �@ which is also a minimal 
strong connetced dominating set of �! +�@. 
4. If both �! and �@ are disconnected, then  

 mnx(�! + �@) =∧ {w({�, �}): � ∈ �!, � ∈ �@}  
Proof: Note that for any two fuzzy graphs �!  and �@ , the fuzzy graph �! + �@  is 
connected and hence mnx(�! + �@) always exists. The proof of 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Theorem 
22 is similar to that of Theorem 20.  
 
Definition 23. [13, 14] Cartesian product of two fuzzy graphs: Let G!: (σ!, μ!) and G@: (σ@, μ@) be two fuzzy graphs with G!∗ : (V!, E!) and G@∗ : (V@, E@) with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ. 
Consider the Cartesian product �∗ = �!∗ × �@∗ = (�, .)  where � = �! × �@  and . = {((�, �@), (�, �@)): � ∈ �!, (�@, �@) ∈ .@}⋃  {((�!, z), (�!, z)): , (�!, �!) ∈.!, z ∈ �@}. Then the Cartesian product of two fuzzy graphs �! and �@ is a fuzzy graph � = �! × �@: (�! × �@, �! × �@) defined by  

 (�! × �@)(�!, �@) = (�!(�!) ∧ �@)(�@), ∀(�!, �@) ∈ �  
and  (�! × �@)((�, �@), (�, �@)) = �!(�) ∧ �@(�@, �@) ∀� ∈ �!, (�@, �@) ∈ .@ (�! × �@)((�!, z), (�!, z)) = �@(z) ∧ �!(�!, �!) ∀z ∈ �@, (�!, �!) ∈ .! 
 
Definition 24. [13, 14] Composition of two fuzzy graphs: Let G!: (σ!, μ!) and G@: (σ@, μ@) be two fuzzy graphs with G!∗ : (V!, E!) and G@∗ : (V@, E@) with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ. 
Consider the composition �∗ = �!∗ ∘ �@∗ = (�, .) where � = �! × �@  and . ={((�, �@), (�, �@)): � ∈ �!, (�@, �@) ∈ .@}⋃  {((�!, z), (�!, z)): , (�!, �!) ∈ .!, z ∈�@}⋃  {((�!, �@), (�!, �@)): (�!, �!) ∈ .!, �@ ≠ �@}. Then the composition of two fuzzy 
graphs �! and �@ is a fuzzy graph � = �! ∘ �@: (�! ∘ �@, �! ∘ �@) defined by  																																			(�! ∘ �@)(�!, �@) = (�!(�!) ∧ �@)(�@), ∀(�!, �@) ∈ �  
and  (�! ∘ �@)((�, �@), (�, �@)) = �!(�) ∧ �@(�@, �@) ∀� ∈ �!, (�@, �@) ∈ .@ (�! ∘ �@)((�!, z), (�!, z)) = �@(z) ∧ �!(�!, �!) ∀z ∈ �@, (�!, �!) ∈ .! (�! ∘ �@)((�!, �@), (�!, �@)) = �@(�@) ∧ �@(�@) ∧ �!(�!, �!)  ∀((�!, �@), (�!, �@)) ∈. − .∗ 
where .∗ = {((�, �@), (�, �@)): � ∈ �!, (�@, �@) ∈ .@}⋃  {((�!, z), (�!, z)): z ∈�@, (�!, �!) ∈ .!} 
 
Proposition 25. Let G!: (σ!, μ!) and G@: (σ@, μ@) be two fuzzy graphs with G!∗: (V!, E!) 
and G@∗ : (V@, E@) with V! ∩ V@ = ϕ. Then  CONN�A∘�B((u!, u@), (v!, v@)) ≤∧ �CONN�A(u!, v!), CONN�B(u@, v@)�, ∀u!, v! ∈ V!, u@, v@ ∈ V@  
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Proof: By definition of connectivity of fuzzy graphs[14] *+,,-A∘-B((�!, �@), (�!, �@)) = ��1{(�! ∘ �@)�((�!, �@), (�!, �@)): � =1,2,3⋯ }  
Since ��1(j ∘ �) ≤∧ {��1j, ��1�} the result follows. 
 
Theorem 26. Let D! and D@ be strong dominating sets of the fuzzy graphs G!: (σ!, μ!) 
and G@: (σ@, μ@) respectively. Then D! × D@ is a strong dominating set of G! ∘ G@. 
Proof: We have to prove that for every arc (�, �) ∈ (�! × �@) − (Y! × Y@) there exists an 
arc (�s, �s) such that ((�, �), (�s, �s) is a strong arc. Let (�, �) ∈ (�! × �@) − (Y! ×Y@). Then � ∉ Y! or � ∉ Y@ 
CASE 1: � ∉ Y! and � ∈ Y@. 
Since Y! is a strong dominating set of �! there exists a node �! ∈ Y! which strongly 
dominates �. That is, (�, �!) is a strong arc. Hence *+,,-A(�, �!) = �!(�, �!) 
Now, (�!, �) ∈ Y! × Y@ and 
     (�! ∘ �@)((�, �), (�!, �)) = �@(�) ∧ �!(�, �!) = �@(�) ∧ *+,,-A(�, �!) 

                      ≥ *+,,-B(�, �$) ∧ *+,,-A(�, �!)∀�$ ∈ �@ 
                      ≥ *+,,-A∘-B((�, �), (�!, �)) 

Hence ((�, �), (�!, �))  is a strong arc. Hence (�!, �)  strongly dominates (�, �)  in �! ∘ �@. 
CASE II: � ∈ Y! and � ∉ Y@. 
Since Y@ is a strong dominating set of �@ there exists a node �@ ∈ Y@ which strongly 
dominates �. That is, (�, �@) is a strong arc. Hence *+,,-B(�, �@) = �@(�, �@) 
Now, (�, �@) ∈ Y! × Y@ and  (�! ∘ �@)((�, �), (�, �@)) = �!(�) ∧ �@(�, �@) 

                                      = �!(�) ∧ *+,,-B(�, �@) 																																																	≥ *+,,-A(�, �$) ∧ *+,,-B(�, �@)∀�$ ∈ �! 
                           ≥ *+,,-A∘-B((�, �), (�, �@)) 

Hence ((�, �), (�, �@))  is a strong arc. Hence (�, �@)  strongly dominates (�, �)  in �! ∘ �@. 
CASE III: � ∉ Y! and � ∉ Y@. 
Since Y! and Y@ are strong dominating sets of �! and �@ respectively, there exist nodes �! ∈ Y!  and �@ ∈ Y@  such that �!  strongly dominates �  in �!  and �@  strongly 
dominates � in �@. 
Then *+,,-A(�, �!) = �!(�, �!) and *+,,-B(�, �@) = �@(�, �@) 
Now (�!, �@) ∈ Y! × Y@ and  (�! ∘ �@)((�, �), (�!, �@)) = �@(�) ∧ �@(�@) ∧ �!(�, �!) ≥ �@(�, �@) ≥∧ *+,,-A(�, �!) 

                   		= *+,,-B(�, �@) ∧ *+,,-A(�, �!) ≥ *+,,-A∘-B((�, �), (�!, �@)) 
Hence ((�, �), (�!, �@)) is a strong arc. Hence (�!, �@) strongly dominates (�, �)  in �! ∘ �@. 
Hence Y! ×Y@ is a strong dominating set of �! ∘ �@. 
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4. Conclusion 
In this paper, the concept of domination is introduced on various operations on fuzzy 
graphs such as union,join, composition and cartesian product using strong arcs. The 
different types of strong domination parameters of union and join of two fuzzy graphs is 
obtained.It is obtained the strong domination set of cartesian product of two fuzzy graphs. 
 
Acknowledgement. I am very grateful to the reviewer for the comments and the 
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